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Abstract In financial market considered as one of complex systems, there
exists highly nonlinear interaction between heterogeneous traders. Due to this
nonlinear interaction, emergent behavior so called stylized facts occurs in fi-
nancial market. To understand impact of interaction between heterogeneous
traders in financial market, we propose an agent based model consists of het-
erogeneous agents such as fundamentalist, optimistic and pessimistic and in-
teraction between them. Fundamentalist make strategy using the fundamental
value of market and play a role of stabilizing market. Fundamentalist forecasts
future price will converge to fundamental value. While optimistic and pes-
simistic called by chartist have an investment strategy using the trend of past
price and has a role of destabilizing market. Optimistic (pessimistic) forecasts
future price will be larger (smaller) than current price. These three type agents
change their own types into other types using transition rules dominated by
herding and relative payoff strategy. We consider the topology of interaction
between traders using complex network which is constructed by regular, ran-
dom, small world and scale free network. We find that there were observed
stylized facts such as power-law tails and long memory property of volatility
in scale free network. Also, it was observed that frequent switching behav-
ior between agent types in scale-free network with small clustering coefficient
and short average path length. These results support that the heterogeneous
and power-law scaling of interaction between traders would be the source of
stylized facts in financial market.
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1 Introduction

In financial market, there exist emergent behaviors called by stylized facts such
as fat-tails of return and long memory of volatility which neoclassical economic
theory cannot explain (Cont 2001, Gabaix et al.(2003))[1][2]. Neoclassical eco-
nomic theory assumes perfect rationality and homogeneous of economic agent.
Furthermore, neoclassical economic theory assumes that there is no interaction
between agents and no information asymmetry between agents. However, this
assumption is not realistic in financial market. There are heterogeneous agents
and nonlinear interaction them. Also, there exists information asymmetry be-
tween agents in financial market. Researches of many scientists and economists
have been conducted about models reflect heterogeneous agents and nonlinear
interaction between agents. Researches about heterogeneous agent models are
able to be classified into two approaches such as theoretically approach and
computational approach.
Firstly, theoretically approach attempts to solve analytically given equations,
which equations are mostly analytical tractable HAM(Heterogeneous Agent
Model).This approach has a advantage of providing mathematical framework
which can extend to other economic model or agent based models. Kirman
(1991,1993) suggest heterogeneous agent model considers herding behavior in
market[3]-[4]. Although he did not focus on stylized facts in financial markets,
his model has been basic framework of model based on many agent models.
Brock and Hommes (1997),(1998) suggest HAM with heterogeneous beliefs or
bounded rationality and interaction between agents[5]-[6]. They found bifur-
cation of two states such as rational equilibrium states and highly irregular
equilibrium states which converges to strange attractor. Furthermore, Hommes
et al.(2008) extends Brock and Hommes (1998) model to estimate bubbles
in asset pricing experiments[7]. Chiarella et al.(2002),(2006),(2011), Chiarella
and He (2003) suggest another HAM which based on two agent types such as
fundamentalist and chartist and develop their model with switching process
between these two types[8]-[11]. Fundamentalist forecasts future price using
fundamental value and makes trading strategies. The quantities which widely
used as fundamental value are dividends, earnings, macroeconomic growth,
etc. Fundamentalist has a role of market price becomes mean-reverted to fun-
damental value and stabilizing market. Chartist forecasts future price using
past price or return information. Chartist has a role of deviating market price
from fundamental value and destabilizing market.Chiarella at al.(2006) found
that there could exist two states such as stable fundamental steady states
and non-fundamental steady state in the specific range of parameters[10]. Fur-
thermore, Chiarella et al.(2014) developed heterogeneous model for the equity
market and estimate heterogeneous agents in S&P 500 [12]. Lux (1998) sug-
gests another new HAM with fundamentalist and noise traders combined with
chartism strategy and herding[13]. Lux found chaotic strange attractors in a
broad range of parameter value. In chaotic region, the distribution of returns
exhibit fat-tails. Alfarano et al.(2008) provide analytical solutions of popu-
lation dynamics of heterogeneous agent model considered herding behavior
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based on model introduced by Kirman(1993)[14].
Secondly, computational approach or agent based model attempt to under-
stand market using computer simulation technique. This approach has an ad-
vantage of providing understanding market which could not be solved analyt-
ically. Lebaron et al.(1999) suggest artificial stock market called by Santa Fe
Institute Artificial Stock Market (SFI-ASM) which contains agent’s learning
process using genetic algorithm[15]. In SFI-ASM, learning speed of agent is
the key parameter which converges to HREE(Homogenous Rational Expected
Equilibrium) state. SFI-ASM is extended to other agent based model based on
genetic programming by Chen and Yeh (2001,2008)[16]-[17]. Lux and March-
esi (1999) suggest multiagent stochastic model consists of fundamentalist and
noise trader which is classified into optimistic and pessimistic[18]. According
to competition between three agent’s population dynamics, fat-tails and long
memory of volatility were observed. Furthermore, Lux (2009) applied Alfarano
et al.(2008) model to identify of interaction effects in a business climate sur-
vey[19]. Chiarella and Iori (2002), and Chiarella et al.(2009) suggest order
driven market with heterogeneous trading such as fundamentalism, charistism
and noise trading[20]-[21]. They observed fat-tails and long memory by the
impact of chartism in market microstructure.
Many researches about the topology of local interaction between agents have
been conducted through agent based model on complex network. Agent locates
on node in complex network. Link indicates the connection between agents.
The topology of complex network has a role of restriction of information flow
or cash flow in economic model. Many economists and scientists have been
attempt to study interaction between agents using game theory on network.
Especially, emergence of coordination or cooperation has been interested by
many researchers. This topological effect of complex network in game theory
literature has been extensively discussed in surveys by Wilhite(2006)[22]. In
Wilhite(2006), PD(Prisoner’s Dilemma) on various complex network such as
complete,star,ring,grid,tree,small-world and scale free network has been con-
ducted. Small world and scale free network are observed by efficient network
structure which can trigger emergence of cooperation.
Researches about agent based models considered local interaction between
agents of financial market has been conducted. Kim et al.(2008) suggest agent
based model considered interaction structure between agents using spin model
in statistical physics[23]. They found emergence of two-phase phenomena in
random and scale free network. Kim et al.(2012) suggest simple agent based
model which based on spin model considered modular structure in interaction
between agents[24]. They found that power-law distribution has similar expo-
nent in real financial market at specific modular size. Panchenko et al.(2014)
develop Brock and Hommes (1998) model considered local interaction between
agents using various complex networks[25]. They found that asset price dynam-
ics is influenced by network topologies. Tedeschi et al.(2012) suggest artificial
order-driven market added herd behavior by using preferential attachment[26].
Previous agent based model which considers local interactions mostly has been
focused on mimicking behaviors between agents(Kim et al. (2008), Kim et
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al.(2012),Pancheko et al.(2014), Tedeschi et al.(2012))[23]-[26]. However, there
can exist not only mimicking behaviors but also arbitrary behaviors between
the profitability of different strategies. Furthermore, profitability of strategy
is one of the important ingredients in economic decision making. For example,
in spite of our neighborhoods are chartist, if fundamentalist’s profit is larger
than chartist’s profit, we select our decision as fundamentalist. Therefore, it
is more realistic strategies combined with mimicking and profit strategy.
We suggest agent based models simultaneously considered topology of lo-
cal interaction between agents and comparisons of the profitability of dif-
ferent strategies. We extend Lux and Marchesi (1999) model to local inter-
action model[18]. Agent type consists of fundamentalist, optimistic and pes-
simistic.Optimitic (Pessimistic) forecasts future price will be larger(smaller)
than current price. Both optimistic and pessimistic forecast future price using
the trend of past price. Switching process between agent types using herding
and profit of each agent type is considered. We consider topology of interac-
tion between agents using complex networks such as regular, random, small
world and scale free network. Agent locates in only one node on network. Link
indicates the connection between agents. We assume that link is undirected.
Only between agents connected, agents can interact with each other. We found
that stylized facts such as fat-tails and long memory of volatility in scale free
network. However, in other networks, there were not observed stylized facts
such as fat-tails and long memory of volatility.
The remainder of this paper consists of three sections. Section 2 reports com-
plex network model, artificial stock market and methodology applied in analyz-
ing data model generated. Section 3 presents simulations and analysis result.
Section 4 presents our conclusion and discussion.

2 Model and Methodology

2.1 Complex Network

There are many interactions between humans in society. Understanding of in-
teraction between humans is one of the good ways of understanding humans.
Complex network is one of the good methodologies of understanding of inter-
action between humans in social system. Complex network has been widely
studied in physics and mathematics. Network or Graph indicates collection of
interaction line between two points. Network consists of node and link. Node
indicates point. Link indicates the connection between two nodes. In social sys-
tem, node indicates human or social agent and link indicates the connection
or interaction between humans. Network in social system depicts the topology
of interaction between humans.
In this paper, we consider local interaction between heterogeneous traders in
artificial stock market. In our model, link indicates information flow between
agents. The connected agents know other agent’s type. Therefore, topology
of interaction between agents represents characteristics of information flow in
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market. For example, complete network all to all connected network focus on
global interaction could generate perfect information between agents in mar-
ket. In other networks such as random, small world, scale free network consider
local interaction between agents imperfect information between agents can oc-
cur.
We focus on local interaction or imperfect information between agents in this
paper. And we consider topology of local interaction such as random, small
world and scale free network. We make random and small world network us-
ing WS(Watts and Strogatz) model[29]. Scale free network is generated by
BA(Barabási and Albert) model[30]. In the next section, we will explain WS
and BA model.

2.2 WS(Watts and Strogatz) Model

Small world network has high clustering coefficient and short average path
length. This network less complex but more tractable is the small world model
suggested by Watts and Strogatz (1998)[29]. Small world model starts from
the idea of adding ’shortcuts’ in the regular lattice which has high cluster-
ing coefficient. ’Shortcuts’ has a role of connecting between other parts of
the network. Due to the ’shortcuts’, average path length between nodes is
shortened. ’Shortcuts’ are generated with rewiring probability(p). Rewiring
process is done by attaching one link after removing one link with probabil-
ity(p). According to the value of p, we can generate various complex networks
from regular lattice to random network. If p is zero, network is regular lat-
tice. As p increases, clustering coefficient and average path length of networks
are smaller. If p is one, network becomes random network which proposed
by Erdős and Rényi(1959,1960)[27][28]. Network with p between 0 and 1 is
called by small world network. Fig. 1 depicts clustering coefficient and aver-
age path length with rewiring probability(p). We start regular lattice with 4
nearest neighborhoods and 10000 nodes. C(p) is the clustering coefficient with
p, which p indicates rewiring probability and L(p) indicates the average path
length. Clustering coefficient shows the degree of cluster together in the net-
work and measured by the ratio of the number of triangles consists of three
connected nodes and maximum number of possible triangles in the network.
Average path length is average value of the shortest path length between two
nodes in network. With increasing of p, clustering coefficient and average path
length becomes smaller(Fig. 1). We select p as 0.01 in order to generate small
world network. Also, we select p as 0(1) to make regular network (random
network).

2.3 BA(Barabási and Albert) Model

Network with power-law degree distribution is called by scale free network. De-
gree indicates the number of connected links in nodes. Scale free network were
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Fig. 1 This figure depicts clustering coeffcient and average path length in small world
model. C(p) is clustering coefficient with rewiring probability(p) and L(p) indicates average
path length with p. The red cross point indicates C(p)/C(0). The green cross point depicts
L(p)/L(0). Vertical blue doted line shows the line with p as 0.01.

frequently observed in real world. In citation networks, the World Wide Web,
the Internet, metabolic networks, telephone call graphs and the network of hu-
man sexual contracts, power-law degree distribution were observed and these
results are well summarized in M.E.J.Newman (2003)[31]. The characteristics
of scale free network are heterogeneity of degree distribution or connection
between nodes. Additionally, in scale free network there exists hub which has
significant large degree.
Barabási and Albert (1999) proposed new random network model with power-
law degree distribution, so called by BA model using preferential attach-
ment[30]. In BA(Barabási and Albert) model, network starts from initial net-
work with nodes m0. In each step, network grows with adding degree m. The
probability of attaching with other nodes in each node is proportional to the
number of degree in each node. Therefore, node with large degree has higher
priority of attaching new node. In preferential attachment process, links are
only growing without removal in network. In BA model, degree distribution
has power-law distribution such as P (x) ∼ x−γ with γ = 3.0. In our paper,
scale free network is generated with m0 = m = 2.Finally, scale free network is
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generated with 10000 nodes. Fig 2 shows degree distribution of regular, ran-
dom, small world and scale free network. In Fig. 2, heterogeneity of degree or
power-law degree distribution and hub are observed in scale free network com-
pared with other networks. The other topological properties of all networks
are summarized in Table.1.

2.4 Artificial stock market with local interactions

In order to analyze the impact of interaction between heterogeneous agents or
traders, our model is constructed by using agent based modeling. The agent
type and transition rules between agent types are based on Lux and Marchesi
(1999) model[18]. In our model, there are three agent types such as funda-
mentalist, optimistic and pessimistic. Fundamentalist has arbitrage strategy
between market price and fundamental value. Also, fundamentalist forecasts
future price will converge to fundamental value. Therefore, if fundamentalists
are dominant in market, price closes to fundamental value. The strategy of
optimistic and pessimistic is arbitrage strategy between current market price
and past market price trend. Optimistic and pessimistic are kinds of trend
follower or chartist. Optimistic (pessimistic) forecasts future price becomes
larger (smaller) than current price. Additionally, Optimistic and pessimistic
has characteristics of herding behavior. Lux and Marchesi (1999) assumes that
all agents are connected globally and focuses on herding behaviors in mar-
ket[18]. With the different view point of Lux and Marchesi (1999) model, we
focus on local interaction between agents. The modified transition rates of
agent i are:
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the number of agents,optimistics,pessimistics and fundamentalists connected
with agent i. R is the average real return. r is nominal dividend calculated by
Rpf . p is the current market price and pf is the current fundamental value.
s is the discount factor. v1 and α1 are the parameters measure of frequency
of changing opinion in chartist. In particular, α1 is the parameter adjusting
herding behavior between chartist. α2 is the parameter measures frequency
of revaluation of past price trend information. v2 and α3 are measures of the
frequency of revaluation of opinion between chartist and fundamentalist. U
function contains the profit of fundamentalist, optimistic and pessimistic. The
interaction between agents is generated by using complex network. All agents
locate on node in complex network. Link indicates the connection between
agents. The complex network generated are regular, random, small world and
scale free network.(i.e Regular network indicates regular lattice.) Random and
small world network are generated using WS model[29].Scale free network is
generated by BA model[30]. All complex network generated are assumed to
be undirected network. The details of generating and simulation of complex
network are written in Section 3.Simulation and Result. (dp/dt) is calculated
by average value of ΔP/Δt during [t-0.2,t).
Price changes are determined by the imbalance between demand and sup-
ply. The demand and supply are determined by endogenously with the pop-
ulation of optimistic, pessimistic and fundamentalist. The excess demand of
chartist(optimistic and pessimistic) and fundamentalist are :

EDc = (n+ − n−)tc, EDf = nf · γ · pf − p

p
(7)

where n+, n−, nf is the total number of optimistic, pessimistic and funda-
mentalist in market, tc is the average trading volume per transaction, γ is
a parameter for the strength of convergence to fundamental value. Finally,
price change is determined by transition probability consists of excess demand
terms. The price changes by a small percentage Δp = ±0.001p. The transition
probability of price change is during a time increment Δt:

πp↑ = max[0, β(ED + μ)], πp↓ = −min[β(ED + μ), 0] (8)

where μ is random white noise term of speculators and μ ∼ N(0, σμ), β is a
parameter for adjusting speed of price and ED = EDc+EDf is overall excess
demand.
We assume that fundamental value at time t pf,t follows geometric Brownian
motion and it updates at integer times: ln(pf,t) = ln(pf,t−1) + ε and ε ∼
N(0, σε).
To avoid absorbing state, nc = 0(nf = N) and nf = 0(nc = N), we assume
that agents cannot change out of one strategy has less than 0.8 % of total
population N.
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2.5 Detrended Fluctuation Analysis

To investigate the properties of temporal correlation, we used a Detrended
Fluctuation Analysis(DFA)[32]. The average value of the time series was sub-
tracted from each value u(i)(i = 1, ...Nmax),where Nmax is the number of time
series accumulated in the data.

y(j) =

j∑
i=1

[u(i)− < u >], (9)

where

< u >=
1

Nmax

Nmax∑
i=1

u(i), (10)

and is divided into boxes of equal size n. In each box, we fit the integrated
time series by using a first order polynomial function,yfit(i),which is called the
local trend. According to the value of l, DFA is called DFA-l. We detrended
the accumulated time series y(i) by subtracting the local trend yfit(i) in each
box, and we calculate the detrended fluctuation function.

Y (i) = y(i)− yfit(i). (11)

For a given box size n, we calculated the root mean square(rms) fluctuation

F (n) =

√√√√ 1

Nmax

Nmax∑
i=1

[Y (i)]2 (12)

The above calculation is repeated for box sizes n (different scales) to provide a
relationship between F (n) and n. A power-law relationship between F (n) and
the box size n indicates the presence of scaling:F (n) ∼ nH . The parameter
H, called the Hurst exponent, represents the temporal correlation property of
the signal: if H=0.5, the signal is uncorrelated(white noise); if H < 0.5, there
exists anti-correlation or short memory within the signal; if H > 0.5, there
exists positive correlation or long memory within the signal.
In the sequel, we measured the Hurst exponent using the DFA-1 method whose
local trend function is a first-order polynomial function.

3 Simulation and Result

We set parameters as these values, N(Number of agent) = 10000, v1 = 2, v2
= 0.6, β = 4, tc = 0.001, γ = 0.01,α1 = 0.6, α2 = 1.5, α3 = 1, r = Rpf ,
R = 0.0004, s = 0.75, Δt = 0.01, σμ = 0.05, σε = 0.005. We generate local
interaction between agents with complex network such as regular lattice, ran-
dom, small world and scale free. Regular network is constructed by 4 nearest
neighbors regular lattice. Node indicates agent. Link indicates connection be-
tween agents. Only between agents connected, agent knows other agent type
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in each other. Small world network is generated by WS model with 4 near-
est neighbor and 0.01 rewiring probability of link in network. Also, random
network is generated by WS model with 4 nearest neighbor and 1.0 rewiring
probability of link in network. Scale Free network is generated by BA model
with 2 preferential attachments of links in growing process in network. In order
to measure the only impact of topological properties of network, all networks
are normalized with same number of node and link such as N and 2*N. The
topological properties of complex networks simulated are summarized in Table
1.The number of node, link and mean degree are fixed in all complex networks
(Table 1).The significant difference between regular and small world network is
clustering coefficient and average path length(Table 1).Clustering coefficient
is measured by the ratio of number of triangles which generated with each
connected three nodes in network and possible triangles in network. And it
measures the degree of tendency of nodes to clump together in network. Aver-
age path length is average value of shortest path length between two nodes in
network. If the average path length in network is short, the speed of opinion
spreading between nodes is fast. Small world network is more clustered than
random network, however has longer average path length than random net-
work(Table 1). The significant difference between scale free and other networks
are maximum degree (Table 1). The maximum degree of scale free network is
550 which value is the largest in all complex networks. Average path length of
scale free network is the shortest of all networks. In addition, clustering coef-
ficient is almost zero. Therefore, scale free network is very efficient structure
spread of opinion.
In the model, the feature which the most effects on between agent interactions
is degree distribution. Fig. 2 depicts degree distribution of all complex networks
generated. In the order of scale free, random, small world and regular network,
dispersion of degree distribution is wide( Fig. 2). Therefore heterogeneity of
interaction in scale free network is the largest in given all complex networks.
In particular, scale free network has power-law tails such as P (x) ∼ x−γ , γ is
measured by 3 in our model (Fig. 2). In other words, the power-law structure
in the degree distribution between financial objects should influence on the
transmission of information in financial system. Furthermore, scaling behavior
of information flow in financial market could enhance probability of emergent
scaling behaviors of market.
Fig. 3 depicts the dynamics of market return and population dynamics of
agent type. Return is defined by : r(t) = ln(p(t)) − ln(p(t − 1)) and p(t) is
price at time t. In regular network, switching process between agents is stable
without large fluctuation because of the weakness of herding effect by strong
clustered with local connection in regular network. In large clustered network,
information between agents spread very slowly into whole system. Therefore,
chance of large change of agent type is very small in regular network. With
the loss of large change of agent type, large fluctuation of price does not exist.
In small world and random network, most agents become fundamentalist after
about 10000 times. The speed of fundamentalist in random network is faster
than in small world network. This difference of speed between random net-
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work and small world network occurs by the difference of clustering coefficient
between two networks. Small world network is more clustered than random
network. Therefore, change of agent type in small world network does not oc-
cur more frequently than random network. Contrary to regular network, in
small and random network, there are some chance to occur herding behavior
due to short cut and more large degree than regular network. The fast speed
of convergence of opinion in small world network was observed in previous
researches[22]. However, herding effete is not larger than arbitrary profit term
between price and fundamental value. Therefore, most agents change their own
type into fundamentalist by the advantage of profit using fundamental value
with weekly herding effect. By dominant population of fundamentalist in mar-
ket, market price follows fundamental value and there is no large fluctuation
of market price and volatility clustering in market. If there exists only chartist
type in our model, large fluctuation of return and volatility clustering could be
observed in small world network. In scale free network, large changes of agent
type population compared with other networks were observed. The significant
difference between scale free network and other networks is degree distribu-
tion(Fig. 2). In scale free network, there exists power-law scaling of degree
distribution and hub which has very large number of link. This hub has a role
of spreading her opinion to others simultaneously. Due to the characteristics
of hub, herding behavior is enhanced. The fast speed of opinion spreading in
scale free network is observed in previous researches[22]. The change of hub
agent type causes dramatic change of population of agent type and it does im-
pact on price movement. For example, if hub agent is optimistic(pessimistic),
probability of changing optimistic(pessimistic) of the other agents which are
connected into hub increases. Hub enhances herding behaviors in short time
and switching types during short time. In this case, price will be large than
current price. If hub agent is fundamentalist, probability that price converges
to fundamental value increases. Consequently, price becomes large fluctuated
and volatility is clustered in scale free network. This phenomenon is observed
in real financial markets[1][2]. However, in other networks such as regular, ran-
dom and small world which herding behavior is not dominant in market, there
does not exist large fluctuation of return.
Fig. 4 depicts the CDF(Cumulative Distribution Function) of volatility in
market with various complex networks. Volatility is measured by absolute
value of return and rescaled by standard deviation. In scale free network con-
trary to other networks, power-law tails of volatility is observed(Fig.3). Fat-
tails is fitted with power-law function, P (x) ∼ x−α and α is measured by
2.215±0.035(Fig.4). The power-law scaling in volatility is measured in real fi-
nancial market[1][2]. The power-law exponent is in the region of infinite second
moment or variance(α < 3). However, in the real financial market, power-law
exponent is measured in the finite variance region(3 ≤ α < 4)(Gabaix et
al.(2003))[2]. This infinite variance of volatility would indicate that market
is in the critical phase transition region from stable market phase to unsta-
ble market phase such as large fluctuating market phase. Power-law tails in
volatility indicates self-similarity of price fluctuations. This self-similarity of
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volatility does not occur only due to the existence of hub. For example, in star
network, hub exists. By the hub, dramatic change of price could occurs. How-
ever, there does not exist power-law tails in volatility by the lack of power-law
scaling degree distribution in star network. Consequently, power-law scaling
in degree or power-law scaling in strength of connection between agents in
financial market can generates power-law tails in volatility.
We analyze the characteristics of temporal correlation in market using DFA(Detrended
Fluctuation Analysis). Fig. 5 depicts scale function F(s) with box size s. In
regular, random and small world network, power-law scaling with F (s) ∼ sH

were found in 10 ≤ s ≤ 1000(Fig. 5). In scale free network, power-law scaling
was observed in 100 ≤ s ≤ 10000(Fig. 5). Power-law scaling is observed at the
range of 100 ≤ s ≤ 1000 in all complex networks. The scaling exponent H is
called Hurst exponent. H indicates temporal correlation of time series.(i.e If
H<0.5,time series is anti-correlated or time series has short memory. If H>0.5,
time series is long-range correlated or time series has long memory. If H = 0.5,
time series has no correlation or time series has no memory.).The details of
DFA are written in Section 2. We measure Hurst exponent of return, volatil-
ity, fundamental value return and fundamental value volatility. The result of
Hurst exponents is summarized in Table 2. In scale free network, strong long
memory property was observed in volatility which value is 0.829(Table 2). No
memory in return and long memory in volatility is one of stylized facts in real
financial market[1].It can be showed that long memory of volatility in scale
free network generated by herding behaviors. Hurst exponents of volatility in
small world and random network is 0.540 and these value is larger than 0.5.
In small world and random network, there exists very small long memory in
volatility. The weak long-range correlation in volatility would be originated by
the weak herding behaviors.

4 Conclusion and Discussion

In financial market, existence of nonlinear interaction between agents is a well
known fact. In order to analyze the impact of interaction between agents in fi-
nancial market, we propose artificial stock market using agent based modeling.
Agents consist of three types such as optistic, pessimistic and fundamentalist.
Optimistic and pessimistic traders make strategy with historical price value or
trend. Because of this feature, optimistic and pessimistic are often called by
chartist. Optimistic(pessimistic) forecasts future price will be larger(smaller)
than current price. Contrary to chartist, fundamentalist makes strategy with
fundamental value which is not dependent on market state or price. Funda-
mentalist forecasts future price converges to fundamental value. In our model,
we assume that fundamental value follows geometric Brownian motion. Agent
type changes into other type according to transition probability. Transition
probability consists of herding term which reflects mimicking behavior of near
agents and profit term of each strategy. Profit term consist of optimistic, pes-
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Fig. 2 This figure depicts degree distribution of complex network. Red solid line indicates
degree distribution of regular netowrk. Green dashed line indicates degree distribution of
random network. Blue dotted line indicates degree distribution of small world network. Black
dashed and dotted line indicates degree distribution of scale free network.

simistic and fundamentalist’s profit terms. To reflect topological structure of
interaction between agents in the model, we apply various complex networks
such as regular, random, small world and scale free network in the model.
All networks are normalized by fixed number of nodes and links in order to
only reflect the topological structure in the model. Artificial stock market is
simulated with 10000 agents during 50000 iteration times.
As a result, in scale free network, very well known stylized facts in financial
market such power-law tails and long memory property of volatility were ob-
served. In small and random network, week long memory property of volatility
was observed with weak herding behaviors by short cut and small clustered
network topology. The significant difference between scale free network and
other networks are existence of hub and power-law tails of degree distribution.
With these results, we conclude that scale free structure in local interaction
between agents can be a source of stylized facts such as power-law tails and
long memory property of volatility. With these results, our model can provide
deep understanding of nonlinear interaction between heterogeneous traders in
financial market.
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Fig. 4 This figure depicts CDF of volatility. Volatility is resclaed by standard deviation. Red
point indicates CDF of volatility in Regular Network. Green point indicates it in Random
Network. Blue point indicates it in Small World Network. Magenta point indicates it in Scale
Free Network. Black line is the fitted line of CDF in Scale Free Network with exponential
function. Red dashed line indiciates the fitted line of CDF in Scale Free Network with
power-law function, P (x) ∼ x−α. α is measrued by 2.215 ± 0.035

However, in order to reach a better elegant model, we should overcome some
limitations in our model. First, our model does not reflect dynamical properties
of agent interaction. In real financial system, topology of interaction between
traders changes at times. However, in our model, topological structure be-
tween agents is fixed in all times. Second, strict information asymmetry does
not reflect our model. In real system, there exists closed community or group
structure. In closed community structure, chance of information flows to other
community is not high. In this case, information is almost perfectly blocked.
The blocking of information occasionally occurs in real financial market. If
these limitations are reflected in our model, we expect that our model will be
more elegant model which reflects features of interaction between traders in
real financial market.
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